Interprotein disulfide bonds formed during isolation process tighten the structure of the postsynaptic density.
Postsynaptic densities (PSDs) isolated by biochemical means consist of a complex mixture of proteins that tightly bond to each other. The purpose of this report is to study whether the numerous interprotein disulfides found in the isolated PSDs contribute to the tight structure of the PSDs and whether these interprotein disulfides exist in vivo. PSDs were isolated from pig cerebral cortex by conventional methods except that iodoacetic acid (IAA) was added to all solutions to curtail the formation of disulfides during the isolation process. The PSDs thus isolated were fragmented easily by treatment with chaotropic reagents or ionic detergents, whereas the PSDs isolated in IAA-free solutions were resistant to these treatments. Electron microscopy revealed that the PSDs isolated in IAA-containing solutions were more fragmented than those isolated in IAA-free solutions. Furthermore, the PSD sample isolated in IAA-free solutions contained very large disulfide-linked aggregates that were virtually absent from the PSDs isolated in IAA-containing solutions. Our results suggest that the exceptionally tight structure of the PSDs isolated by conventional methods is due largely to the new disulfides formed during the isolation process and that the PSD proteins under in vivo conditions are held together primarily by noncovalent interactions.